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One of the biggest trend of the moment is that life and work are more
connected than ever, with technology playing an increasing influential role in
our work lives. ORGATEC, the industry’s leading international trade fair for
modern work environments, takes up these new challenges with its holistic
view of the world of work. And Spain will be there with its new visions and
inspiring ideas for cutting-edge working spaces.

Occupying a surface area of more than 3,700 sqm in all main halls (6, 8, 9,
10, 11), Spain will be represented by 40 companies, including some of the
most outstanding brands of FURNITURE FROM SPAIN.

Their offer will include innovative desk systems, meeting tables, chairs and
soft seating that reflect the new culture of work, as well as seating
collections, storage units, modular shelving systems and lighting items for
cool working atmospheres and outdoor lounge spaces. Optimum office
furniture and equipment to forge the future of work with the creativity of
Spanish designs….
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ACTIU l Hall 9.1 Stand B038 / C039
ALPUCH l Hall 10.1 Stand F021
ANDREU WORLD l Hall 10.2 Stand Q068 / P069
EXPORMIM l Hall 11.2 Stand H031
GANDIA BLASCO / GAN  l Hall 11.2 Stand H011 / J010
INCLASS l Hall 9.1 Stand C048 
ONDARRETA l Hall 10.2 Stand Q019
RESOL l Hall 9.1 Stand A029
SANCAL l Hall 11.2 Stand H011 / J010
VICCARBE l Hall 11.2 Stand H011 / J010
VONDOM l Hall 11.2 Stand B009
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www.actiu.com
Hall 9.1 Stand B038-C039

ACTIU is a family-business since its foundation in 1968. The company is 
nowadays a European leading manufacturer of high quality and modern 
office design furniture. With the focus always on values such as 
performance, quality, ergonomics, design and competitiveness, the 
Alicante-based firm has recently developed collections that respond to 
their new philosophy based on wellbeing and productivity: Cool Working, 
a new process that redefines work spaces to adjust them to the 
communicative, technological and emotional demands required by new 
paradigms.

CoolWorking by Actiu involves an analytical and consulting process that 
identifies the client’s needs and provides the optimal solution, taking 
into account the space, the working style that is being designed within 
the space, the aesthetics and of course, the functionality of the product 
to be deployed. The ultimate goal is to ensure happier and therefore 
more productive workers.

www.muebledeespana.com

www.actiu.com
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TNK FLEX chair by Alegre Design 
NEW!
Through their Research & Development 
team and Alegre Design, the industrial 
design studio, ACTIU has created TNK 
Flex, the functional and managerial 
chair, which intuitively anticipates the 
user’s needs by adapting to the 
morphology and movements of the 
human body. 

EFIT chair by Alegre Design  NEW!
EFIT is a chair specifically design to meet the 
needs  of younger generations, the 
millennials, and all those people opting for 
new and more dynamic, flexible and creative 
ways of working. To do this, EFIT has a 
flexible and breathable backrest that uses a 
dynamic lumbar system to respond to the 
movements of the back. Furthermore, it has 
two back heights, a self-weighing system with 
four locking positions and an imprint on the 
lumbar area designed to bring the ultimate  
comfort to the user’s back. 

LONGO NOMADA soft seating 
collection by  Ramos & Bassols NEW 
VERSION!
LONGO is a modular system which 
integrates soft seating, operative and 
managerial desks, cabinets and 
bookcases in a whole structure by using a 
robust linking platform. LONGO NOMADA 
is the new range that includes sofas and 
armchairs, which are both collective and 
independent and can be added to the 
operational and managerial desks; 
storage units; bookshelves; and sound-
proofing attachments and panelling. 

BEND bench by Stone Design  NEW!
Inspired by meanders along rivers, the 

modular and organic BEND is a new 
collection of elastic soft seating aimed 

at bringing movement and life to 
contract spaces and offices. As it can 
be integrated into the furniture, it is 

equipped with all the connectivity 
functions to meet the new trends.
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www.alpuch.com
Hall 10.1 Stand F021

More than 50 years´ experience has placed ALPUCH at the 
forefront of the classic and contemporary furniture industry. 
The company has specialized in the production of office 
furniture and board rooms for senior management and 
customized projects.

Elegance, quality and comfort are key features of ALPUCH’s 
collections, which can be customized to meet the perfect 
aesthetic and functionality required by its exclusive clientele. 

www.muebledeespana.com

www.alpuch.com
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VERSUSplus office furniture collection NEW!
The new VERSUSplus collection responds in terms of 
style and budget to current market trends for executive 
workplaces. It includes from executive desks to filing
cabinets and tables for meeting rooms. 

Furniture can be perfectly tailored to meet the needs of 
today’s dynamic business environments. Playing with
different sizes and finishes you can configure a 
workspace that suits any space and matches perfectly
the aesthetic required and the space. 

The choice of finishes includes natural wood veneers
(zebrano, oak, walnut and ebony) or lacquers in 
different colours. 

www.muebledeespana.com
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www.andreuworld.com
Hall 10.2 Stand Q068-P069

Ergonomics, innovation and connectivity is the focus of ANDREU 
WORLD’s corporate furnishing offer. The company has extended its 
large catalogue to include new ergonomic chairs and seats with swivel 
mechanisms, executive armchairs, and innovative tables with 
connectivity developed for meeting rooms and workstations, all of them 
made of ultra-durable materials for intense use in offices and public 
spaces.

REVERSE LOUNGE table by Piergiorgio Cazzaniga
The new Reverse Conference Lounge, with height 
of 65mm/25.5inch. , adds to the collection a more 
laid-back table for informal and relaxed meetings. 
This concept encourages teamwork and 
collaborative efforts.

www.muebledeespana.com

www.andreuworld.com
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RATIO CONFERENCE table
programme by Estudio Andreu
A technological and innovative 
table collection, whose 
architectural design and 
technologically advanced 
character offer a multitude of 
combinations, providing an 
integrated wire management 
system to its frame. 

COUVÉ seating collection by Piergiorgio
Cazzaniga

Specifically designed for maximum 
comfort, the COUVÉ collection includes 

lounge chairs, armchairs and two and 
three-seater sofas. Featuring a rounded 

and refined structure, pieces integrate 
subtle elements, such as the perimeter 

seam the discreetly separates the exterior 
from interior space.

FLEX EXECUTIVE chair collection by Piergiorgio Cazzaniga NEW ITEMS!
With a  strong “corporate” character, FLEX EXECUTIVE is a family of seats and lounge 
chairs with three backrest options, standard, intermediate or high, for spaces that 
require a high-end aesthetic. Two seat heights are also offered, suitable for lounge 
solutions or meeting spaces. The range of stools is a new addition to the collection.

ALYA collection by Lievore Altherr Molina 
NEW VERSION!

The ALYA seating collection incorporates a 
new upholstered lounge chair with fixed or 

360º swivel bases, and several different 
armchair options. New designs feature a 
welcoming and ergonomic backrest that 

combines with aluminum or wood bases, 
swivel or fixed bases, with star or caster 

versions; or with four-legged or sled bases.

www.muebledeespana.com
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www.expormim.es
Hall 11.2 Stand H031

With more than 50 years of experience in the outdoor furniture industry, 
EXPORMIM has consolidated in the market thanks to the continuous 
improvement of its manufacturing processes and  the extraordinary 
design of its products. Over the latest years, the firm has expanded its 
product line and it now produces both indoor and outdoor furniture for 
the residential and contract sectors. 

The brand combines perfectly expert craftsmanship with cutting-edge 
technology in order to obtain furniture that stands out for elegance, 
comfort and contemporary aesthetic. The range of products is quite large 
and includes various typologies in different high quality materials, such as 
wicker, aluminium, porcelain, solid wood, marble, synthetic fibres, mesh 
etc. 

www.muebledeespana.com

www.expormim.es
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HUMA chair by Mario Ruiz
NEW VERSIONS!
Simplicity, comfort and durability 
come together in this  refined 
design by Mario Ruiz. The HUMA 
chair explores the possibilities of 
rattan and improves its 
performances and comfort, thanks 
to the flexibility of the rods 
incorporated in its enveloping shell-
shaped backrest and to seat 
upholstery.  Small details in the 
design make of HUMA a great 
collection that draws once more on 
traditional craftsmanship, which is 
by the way the main distinguishing 
feature of Expormim.

The two new versions of HUMA 
can be divided into two groups. 

On one hand,  the chairs that 
maintain the backrest made of 

rattan rods, similar to the original 
design, but with three new leg 

options for legs: steel, beech 
wood or with swivel base. In all, 

the seat can be upholstered with 
high quality leather, synthetic 

leather or virgin  wool fabric. On 
the other, the version whose 

backrest consists of an internal 
steel structure covered with cold-

molded flexible polyurethane 
foam. Both the backrest and the 
seat can come upholstered with 

high quality leather, synthetic 
leather or virgin wool fabrics.  Try 

to mix and match the different 
leg configurations for a more 

vibrant look…

www.muebledeespana.com
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www.gan-rugs.com
Hall 11.2 Stand H011-J010

GAN is now the GANDIABLASCO’s indoor brand but it was really the 
starting point. In the late '80s, Jose Gandia-Blasco took his family's 
company in a whole new direction, or two new directions, to be more 
exact. As Gandia Blasco branched off into outdoor furniture, the original 
company, focused on the manufacturing of home textile ranges -
including rugs and other interior furnishings-, was taken over by Gan
Rugs. In the decades since, GAN RUGS has revolutionized what rugs mean 
and their functionality. It is more than simply a floor covering; it is a way 
to build a complete living space at home or in contract spaces. 

SAIL space by Hector Serrano  
Designed by Hector Serrano, the SAIL space provides a soft foundation 
for relaxing and unwind. With an ethnic-inspired intricate diamond 
pattern, the rug is hand loomed in a smooth, flat Dhurrie style ideal for 
pretty much any space. It is complemented by poufs and cushions which 
are perfect for cushy, low-to-the-ground lounging. 

www.muebledeespana.com

http://www.gan-rugs.com/es/
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SILAÏ space by Charlotte Lancelot. Occasional tables NEW ITEMS!
Made of 100% New Zealand new wool with a PVA net base, SILAÏ gives a new life to 
the ancient hand embroidered techniques by playing with new uses and design 
concepts. The result is a romantic yet modern rug, incredibly weightless, that can be 
coordinated with other elements (cushions, poufs and wooden side tables) to 
complement the interior of residential, public or commercial spaces and provide 
them with a sense of continuity. The oak wood tables are a new complement and 
come in three different dimensions.

CANEVAS COLLECTION by Charlotte Lancelot.
Carpets, poufs and cushions make up this charming little space in 100% wool that, 
using cross-stitch patterns, reinterprets an ancient traditional craft turning into 
something completely new and intriguing: a pixelation effect  that fuses tradition 
with a digital look.

www.muebledeespana.com
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www.inclass.es
Hall 9.1 Stand C048

Founded at the end of the 1990s and located on the 
Mediterranean coast of Spain, INCLASS is a dynamic company 
that designs and manufactures a wide range of contemporary 
design furniture for residential, office and public spaces.

Since the beginning, the company has dynamically evolved 
introducing design for all areas. INCLASS combines modern 
technology with craftsmanship and the creative genius of 
leading international designers to produce collections of 
stylish furniture focused on versatility, conceptual purity, 
essential elegance and timeless spirit.

www.muebledeespana.com

www.inclass.es
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LAPSE by Carlos Tíscar
LAPSE is a comprehensive 
modular programme of seats 
and accessories that 
transcends the classic seating 
concept for waiting areas. 
The broad range of available 
elements and accessories 
and the special design of the 
modules allow endless 
configurations that transform 
traditional waiting areas into 
new collaborative spaces for 
interaction. Spaces in which 
to hold meetings, informally 
work in a team or simply take 
a break. 

UNNIA chair by Simon Pengelly NEW 
VERSION!

UNNIA is a versatile and extensive 
collection of chairs with a unique mix and 

match concept of colours and finishes. 
This means that the chair design allows 

endless combinations of finishes and 
colours for the seats, backrests and 

frames. In addition, the collection offers a 
range of different bases and frames that 

increases possibilities of customization 
and makes possible the use in all kinds of 

spaces, settings and decorative styles. 
The new version comes with a new 

aluminum structure. 

STIKS tables by Christophe Pillet
The refined design and original section 
of the solid wood legs gives these tables 
a sturdy structure with a warm and 
natural aesthetic, allowing them to 
integrate into the most diverse settings 
and contexts, both at home and in 
corporate or public environments.
The tables are available with round or 
square table tops in different sizes. The 
legs are made of oak wood and are 
available in two heights. Tops and legs 
can also be lacquered or varnished in all 
the colours of the INCLASS chart.

www.muebledeespana.com
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www.ondarretacontract.com
Hall 10.2 Stand Q019

ONDARRETA is the result of a dream, of a challenge. Founded in 1977, 
ONDARRETA is a family business that manufactures tables, chairs and 
stools for the domestic and contract markets. It took its name and 
inspiration from the beautiful beach of Ondarreta in San Sebastián, a 
few minutes away from the firm’s HQ. Passionate about interior design 
and architecture, ONDARRETA is committed to innovation, quality and 
elegant designs – three key concerns, which differentiate it from other 
companies. 

ONDARRETA’s products are what best define the company image, 
reflecting its growth and evolution. New collections are the result of 
relaxed conversations with designers, friends and customers. Some of 
them convey specific cultural contexts and are fruit of these hybrid 
conversations and collaborations. But everything fits perfectly into a 
concept that refers to something essential: simplicity with charm.

www.muebledeespana.com

www.ondarretacontract.com
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CONTOUR collection by Un Studio   NEW!
The CONTOUR chair starts a new family of products suitable for different 
environments: restaurants, meeting areas, conference halls etc. 
Its ergonomic and functional design is the result of the combination of traditional 
wood bending technique and contemporary aesthetic.  This fusion of tradition and 
innovation has made possible the interconnection of all the surfaces with the 
backrest and seat forming a fluid single piece. Stackable and adaptable to all needs.

LANA collection by
YONOH  NEW!
Made of pure, 

contemporary lines, the
LANA collection features

great versatility. The chair
has a structure made of 
wood or metal while the

seat and the backrest are 
upholstered for better

comfort and ergonomics.
The backrest plays with
volumes and intersect

with the structure
providing the chair with a 

unique design. 
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www.resol.es
Hall 9.1 Stand A029 

Founded in 1962, RESOL has become a Spain’s leading company in the 
plastic processing sector. At the beginning, the firm was known for its 
comprehensive range of household plastic products. Over the latest 
years, it has made a name of itself for being the first manufacturer in 
the country to produce monobloc injected resin chairs.

Today RESOL is known as a manufacturer of plastic products with high 
added value in design, innovation and technology. The company 
specializes in the development, production and marketing of indoor and 
outdoor furniture, as well as in the process of thermoplastic injection.

www.muebledeespana.com

www.resol.es
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BOOMERANG bench by 
Vicente Soto NEW!
The BOOMERANG bench is 
placed in the space between 
design, functionality and art. A 
useful sculpture that confers 
great elegance and exclusivity 
to the space where it is 
placed. It is manufactured in 
rotomolded polyethylene or 
fiberglass. Lacquered finishes 
are available as an option. 
Adjustable height.

SKIN chair with wheels. 
Design by Josep Lluscà NEW!

SKIN is a collection of chairs and 
stools with a comfortable yet 
visually light design. Injected 

with fiberglass and PP, the seat 
flows, sketching a silhouette 

with a high aesthetic value and 
great ergonomic qualities. The 

last introduction to this 
collection is the chair with 

casters, highly versatile for 
different spaces and uses. It’s 
available in two versions: with 

and without arms, and with 
optional upholstery. 

www.muebledeespana.com
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www.sancal.com
Hall 11.2 Stand H011-J010

Founded in the early nineteen-seventies by Santiago Castaño
Carpena, SANCAL has taken a new turn over the past years to 
become one of the most interesting furniture companies in Spain. 
It produces upholstered and occasional furniture that has a 
timeless flair, with pure simple lines complemented by an 
unrivalled attention to detail.

FUTURA collection
FUTURA is a collection of five totally new designs, plus two updates
that will compete to be future icons. All of them created by young
talented designers, such as Nadadora, Sebastian Herkner, NOTE, 
Rafa García, MUT and Elena Castaño-López. Its retro-futuristic
aesthetic is based on past references, generally from the 60s and 
their optimistic vision of the future. Inspirations have come from 
many sources: the avant-garde music of John Cage, the futuristic 
fashion of Paco Rabanne and Pierre Cardin, films like 2001: a space 
Odyssey, the designs of Aarnio and the architecture of Niemeyer…

www.muebledeespana.com

www.sancal.com
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TONELLA sofá & armchair by Note Design Studio NEW!
Conceived as a reinterpretation of the former SANCAL’s Marie Antoinette-style vanity
chair, the TONELLA lounge chair has been a resounding success. So, both Note and 
the Spanish firm decided to enlarge the family by adding two new members: the sofa
and a full-sized armchair. Like the original design, the new armchair and sofa feature 
barrel-shaped wire cages that form the base, but they now also feature thicker seats 
and a quilted seat cover that extends further down the legs. The expanded Tonella
seating collection is available in a range of colours and materials.

TORTUGA collection by Nadadora NEW ITEMS!
Inspired by the slow, steady pace of tortoises, TORTUGA evoques the cozy, protective
feel of a tortoise shell. A true slow-lounge-chair where you can withdraw into to relax 
and have a chat with collegues. The collection has been completed with rotating 
lounge chairs, poufs and tables. Different fabrics can be used on the back and seating 
area of chairs, headrests and poufs. 

VESPER table by Sebastian Herkner
Drawing inspiration from Nature, the German 

designer used an innovative and flexible 
material, made of stone and resin, to achieve a 

base that emulates the rounded edges of a 
river pebble. The same material has been used

for the top in order to simulate the irregular 
edges formed by erosion. 

VESPER is a functional family of tables available
in four heights to suit different spaces and 

projects.

www.muebledeespana.com
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www.viccarbe.com
Hall 11.2 Stand H011-J010

Discover the Mediterranean LoungeExperience! VICCARBE manufactures 
contemporary furniture developed by the most prestigious signatures of 
the design scene: Lievore Altherr Molina, Patricia Urquiola, John Pawson, 
Arik Levy, Toan Nguyen, Joerge Pensi, Victor Carrasco, among many 
others. The firm represents the values of the Mediterranean; a sensibility 
for materials and understanding of light which renders the tones of its 
vibrant colour palette. These qualities are nowhere more important than 
in waiting and reception areas, often a place where first impressions are
made and informal meetings are conducted.

Recent seating collections produced by Viccarbe, such as the ACE WOOD 
(Jean-Marie Massaud), NAGI (Tomoya Tabuchi), PENTA (Toan Nguyen) and 
BRIX (Kensaku Oshiro) bring a new visual audacity to the waiting area 
chair. A hybrid design that combines the traditional armchair with a 
unique visual aesthetic making a designer statement and turning waiting 
areas into comfortable lounges.

www.muebledeespana.com

www.viccarbe.com
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SISTEMA modular lounge collection by Lievore Altherr Molina NEW!
SISTEMA is different from any other sofa on the market. As a matter of fact, it has been 
conceived as an innovative complete system, composed of different independent 
elements. This way, for the first time, customers can configure a sofa totally adapted to 
their needs and tastes. They have at disposal different elements to choose from: 
armrests, backrests, seats, accessories, flat surfaces etc. The final result is your own
creation!

ACE WOOD armchair by Jean-Marie Massaud NEW ITEM!
ACE WOOD is the wood version of the successful ACE chair. It is a high backed chair 
available in two versions, either with or without armrests. The structure consists of a 
solid oak frame base with different wood finishes: natural matt oak, wenge, ash and 
cognac. The soft upholstery features a smooth crumpled texture that lend it greater 
comfort.  For a more vibrant look, fabrics of seats and backs can be mixed and matched 
and combined with the various colour options for the base and the slide fastener for the 
removable cover. The refined geometric design and the eye-catching upholsteries make 
of ACE WOOD a perfect seating option for both the home and public spaces, including 
waiting and reception areas.

www.muebledeespana.com
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www.vondom.com
Hall 11.2 Stand B009

Design, design, design! That’s VONDOM, a company leader in the 
design and production of indoor and outdoor furniture. They 
have travelled the world until they have found the best 
ambassadors of the Vondom’s spirit: Ramón Esteve, Fabio 
Novembre, Stefano Giovannoni, Eugeni Quitllet, Ora Ïto, Ross 
Lovegrove, Karim Rashid, Javier Mariscal… International renowned 
designers and architects who share their passion for shapes, 
culture, vanguard and design with the Spanish brand. 

They have transformed each piece of furniture into an exclusively 
VONDOM mode of expression. The list is long and includes tables, 
chairs, lounge chairs, sofas, planters, sun loungers, daybeds, 
canopies, counters, outdoor rugs, lamps, benches, etc.

www.muebledeespana.com

www.vondom.com
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FAZ stool by Ramón Esteve NEW ITEM!
Inspired to the mineral world, the 
multifaceted surface of the FAZ items plays 
with light, creating intriguing shadow effects. 
The collection encompasses sectional sofas, 
lounge chairs, planters, lamps, rugs, tables, 
sun loungers and counters. Recently, the  
FAZ collection has been extended to include 
a bar and counter height stools with a 
comfortable backrest to meet the needs of 
users in indoor and outdoor areas, both in 
hospitality and residential environments. 
Available with and without armrests, the seat 
lies on a sleek powder coated stainless steel 
structure.

AFRICA stool by Eugeni Quitllet NEW ITEM!
AFRICA collection is growing! After the success of
the AFRICA chair, VONDOM has taken it qualities to
a higher level, launching the stool version for bars
and outdoor spaces. The chair’s backrest has
become smaller and the legs longer, but the stool
still preserves all the charm and clean aesthetic of
the original design. It is available in two heights and
in a choice of colours to adapt to every need. Made
of gas air molding injected polypropylene with fiber
glass. Stackable.

VOXEL chair by Karim Rashid
The Voxel chair is a minimal simple yet 
voluminous monobloc polypropylene 
stacking chair that is faceted just in 
the perfect places for comfort, just in 
the right angles for hyper-strength, 
imbuing the correct creases for 
beauty, and just the few merging and 
converging lines for purity.

www.muebledeespana.com
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Preliminary figures for 2015 indicate that Spain’s exports of furniture have increased by
+9.8% over the previous year’s figures, amounting to 1,365 million euros at the end of
September.

Rich in styles and ranges and with a unique emotional approach, Furniture from Spain has
consolidated its presence in four EU countries: France, Portugal, Germany and the United
Kingdom, which rank 1st to 4th among Spain’s major markets and concentrate 50% of total
exports.

France +8.6%

Portugal +3.1%

Germany +24.8%

United Kingdom +3.2%

USA +51.5%

Italy +28.1%

The Netherlands +11.6%

Morocco +18.7%

Saudi Arabia +30.7%

Mexico +22.1%

Sales have increased significantly in all the other top ten importers. Germany, which ranks
third among main destination markets, increased its purchases of Spanish products by
+24.8%, totalling 125.5 million euros. The share of sales to Germany made up 9.2% over the
total of Spain’s furniture exports.

Encouraging growths have also been registered in other main markets for the Spanish
furniture industry, such as Portugal (+3.1%), the United Kingdom (+3.2%) and the US market
(+51.5%), which ranks now 5th.

Remaining in Central Europe, Belgium earned the 11th position in the ranking, with imports
of Spanish furniture growing by 21.5% to 32 million euros. Exports have also increased in
The Netherlands (+11.6%), which ranks 7th, and Switzerland (+8.2%),

Exports to Poland (+17.8%), Sweden (+13.6) and Austria (+23.9%) have also increased
significantly.

SOURCE: Estacom / ANIEME



MUEBLE DE ESPAÑA
is a brand of ANIEME
Spanish National Association
of Furniture Manufacturers
and Exporters

Find out more about
furniture from spain

Visit www.muebledeespana.com
to get more information about our 
brands and their interior projects.

Follow us

#SpainFurniture
#SpainDesign
#SpainInteriors
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